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Abstract7

This is a preprint of the paper, written before peer review. The reader is referred to the published version8

of this paper: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2019.10.009. Please, cite this work as: J.L. Calvo-Gallego,9

J. Domı́nguez, T. Ǵomez Ćıa, A. Ruiz-Moya, G. Gómez Ciriza and J. Martı́nez-Reina. Comparison of the10

viscoelastic properties of human abdominal and breast adipose tissue and its incidence on breast reconstruction11

surgery. A pilot study. Clinical Biomechanics. 2020; 71:37-44.12

Background: breast cancer is the leading malignant tumour in women in the world. Reconstruction after mastec-13

tomy plays a key role in the physical and psychological recuperation, being the abdominal skin and adipose tissue the14

best current option for the DIEP surgery. The aim of the surgery is to obtain a reconstructed breast which looks and15

behaves naturally. Therefore, it would be useful to characterize the mechanical behavior of the adipose tissue in the16

abdomen and breast to compare their mechanical properties,also investigating possible regional differences.17

Methods: experimental tests have been carried out in breastand abdominal adipose tissue samples, obtaining their18

viscoelastic properties. The specimens have been subjected to uniaxial compression relaxation tests and a mechan-19

ical behaviour model has been fitted to the experimental curves. Afterwards, statistical analyses have been used to20

detect differences between different individuals’ abdominal fat tissue and finally betweendifferent areas of the same21

individual’s breast and abdominal adipose tissue.22

Findings: several conclusions could be extracted from the results: 1) inter-individual differences may exist in the

abdominal adipose tissue; 2) the breast fat could be regarded as a unique tissue from the mechanical point of view; 3)

significant differences were detected between the superficial breast and allthe locations of the abdomen, except for

the superficial lateral one and 4) the mechanical propertiesof the abdominal adipose tissue seem to change with the

depth. These conclusions can be of great value for DIEP surgeries and other surgeries in which the adipose tissue is

involved.
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1. Introduction26

Breast reconstruction encompasses the restoration of the integrity, function and appearance of the breast mound27

after a partial/total resection, deformity or impairment caused by a disease, trauma, infection or whatever other agent.28

In our environment, the leading cause of breast absence/deformity is breast cancer [1].29

Breast cancer is the most frequent malignant tumor in women worldwide [1]. With higher survival rates, more women30

are seeking breast reconstruction year after year. Reconstruction after mastectomy is of paramount importance for both31

the patient’s physical and psychological recovery and well-being. Further than just restoring the physical integrityof32

the women’s body and external appearance, it has been provedthat it is also beneficial for their psychological recovery,33

psychosocial relationships and sexual activity [2, 3]. What is more important, women with reconstructed breasts show34

a better quality of life when compared with mastectomized non-reconstructed women [4].35

It is crucial that the reconstructed breast looks, feels andbehaves naturally to achieve the previous goals. In order to36

accomplish it, two main groups of reconstructive techniques exist: the autologous techniques, which use the patient’s37

own tissue, and the alloplastic techniques, usually a two-stage procedure involving breast tissue expanders and pros-38

theses (E-P). Autologous techniques offer the possibility of like-for-like tissue replacement, incontrast to alloplastic39

techniques.40

The abdominal skin and fat tissue is nowadays considered as the optimal breast reconstructive technique by means of41

the deep inferior epigastric artery perforator (DIEP) flap [5, 6]. This flap has been adopted as the gold standard of au-42

tologous breast reconstruction, overtaking other popularautologous options such as the musculocutaneous latissimus43

dorsi flap and the transverse rectus abdominis miocutaneous(TRAM) flap. For example, it preserves and does not in-44

clude muscle, contrarily to latissimus dorsi and TRAM flaps.The abdominal fat has a consistency, which is apparently45

similar to that of the breast, unlike other adipocutaneous flaps, as for example the gluteal flaps (SGAP/IGAP), which46

tend to be much firmer and fibrous. Besides, the abdominal skinthickness resembles that of the breast, in contrast to47

for example, the latissimus dorsi, with a much thicker skin that sometimes exhibits a patchy unnatural appearance in48

the reconstructed breast [6].49

The DIEP technique shows several advantages: the amount of available tissue that allows for the reconstruction of50

both breasts if needed, the low abdominal morbidity for the patient, the ability of replacing like-for-like tissue and the51
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good aesthetic results are the most notable, that have contributed to its widespread use [7]. The success rate of the52

procedure is high, with a flap loss rate under 3%, according toa review of more than 17.000 DIEP cases [8].53

Although DIEP surgery is more expensive and needs a longer surgical time than E-P surgery, recent studies have54

showed that the former is cost-effective in comparison to the latter [9, 10]. Besides, patients reconstructed with DIEP55

flaps report a higher quality of life than patients reconstructed with prostheses in the short and in the long term [9].56

On the other hand, E-P reconstructions often need a higher number of surgical procedures to achieve both the final57

result and contralateral symmetry, and regarding to the overall complication rate, it is also superior in this group, so58

as the surgeries derived from them [10]. In fact, when the long-term cost of these additional procedures is assessed,59

the E-P reconstruction becomes more expensive [10].60

Although, it has been assured that the characteristics of the abdominal fat are the most similar to the breast tissue [6],61

this statement must be considered weak until the mechanicalproperties are directly and objectively compared, which62

has not been done yet in the literature, as far as the authors know.63

The aim of this study is to present a method to characterize the mechanical behavior of the adipose tissue in several64

regions of the abdomen and breast, and also to investigate the regional differences across the abdomen. The hypothesis65

to be proven is that the viscoelastic properties of the abdominal fat are similar to those of the breast tissue for certain66

locations of the abdomen.67

2. Methods68

2.1. Test protocol69

The experimental procedure was based on a previous work [11]. Next, a brief description of that procedure is70

given. However, the interested reader is referred to the original work for further details.71

2.1.1. Preparation of specimens72

The adipose tissue samples were extracted from the breast and the abdomen of two patients subjected to a mas-73

tectomy surgery. The abdominal tissue used in the experiments was the portion of the flap not eventually used for the74

reconstruction (see figure 1). The breast tissue (see figure 2) was obtained from the contralateral breast of one of the75

patients, who underwent a mastopexy to achieve the closest possible resemblance of both breasts.76

Once excised, the pieces were introduced in a cool-box with dry ice to preserve them during transportation from the77

hospital to the mechanical engineering laboratory. The transport was done shortly after excision (as soon as possible)78

to minimize the time the tissue was at room temperature. In the lab, the skin was removed from the piece by cutting a79

slice of tissue of approximately 5 mm in depth (see Fig. 3). Inthe case of the abdominal fat, the rest of the piece was80
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Fig. 1: One of the pieces of abdominal fat from which specimens were extracted.

Fig. 2: Breast fat sample.

cut into two slices of approximately equal size: superficial, underneath the skin; and deep, on top of the abdominal81

muscle. Each slice was, in turn, cut into two parts (medial and lateral). The slices had a thickness ranging from82

5 to 10 mm, which corresponded to the height of the tested specimens and was equal or smaller than the height of83

the specimens tested by Miller-Young et al. [12]. That height was limited to the mentioned range in order to avoid84

excessively slender specimens, which could lead to buckling problems. In the case of breast fat, only the division into85

superficial and deep parts could be done for size limitations. All these cuts were made with a meat slicer machine and86

a sharp knife. It was necessary to cut the slices while the tissue was still cool. The reason was that at room temperature87

the tissue is very soft and deformable, and the slices resulted in an unacceptable non-uniform thickness.88

Due to the duration of the reconstruction surgery and the large number of specimens, it was not possible to test them89

all during the same day of extraction. Therefore, they were tested in the days that followed, as soon as possible to90

reduce the time elapsed from the excision to the test and freezing the tissue in the meantime to avoid its degradation.91

So, each slice of tissue was wrapped in saline-soaked gauze (saline solution: 0.9% w/v of NaCl), then in a plastic film,92

introduced in hermetic vials to prevent dehydration and finally frozen at−20◦C.93
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Fig. 3: Diagram of the divisions in the sample.

Fig. 4: Cylindrical specimen, top and lateral views.

Freezing of tissues may damage their microstructure under certain circumstances, compromising their structural in-94

tegrity and altering the measured mechanical properties. The influence of freezing storage time at−20◦C on the95

viscoelastic behaviour of the articular disc of the temporomandibular joint has been recently analyzed [13] to find96

that it has no effect if the storage time is shorter than one month. To the authors’ knowledge, no similar study has97

been performed on adipose tissue, which could have a different sensitivity to freezing. However, the storage time is98

so much shorter in this case that no influence is expected.99

The tests were carried out on cylindrical specimens, extracted from the slices with a hollow punch of 19mm in100

diameter. This extraction had to be done while the slice was frozen. Otherwise, the final shape of the specimens101

would be irregular and far from cylindrical, because the tissue would be largely deformed by the punch. A specimen102

with the final cylindrical shape can be seen in figure 4. Next, the specimen was submerged in saline solution at room103

temperature and allowed to thaw therein. Then, it was photographed to measure its area through imaging techniques.104

2.1.2. Experimental setup105

Uniaxial compression relaxation tests were carried out, compressing the cylindrical specimens between two metal106

platens. A servo-hydraulic testing machine (858 Mini Bionix II, MTS, Eden Prairie, USA) was used. A scheme of107

the experimental setup can be seen in figure 5.108

Once the specimen was thawed, it was simply placed on the inferior platen, in the center. There was no need to109

glue it to the platen (in contrast to what occurred to other tissues [14]), because it remained within the platens in110

all the conducted tests. Next, the upper platen of the testing machine was brought into contact with the specimen’s111
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Fig. 5: Diagram of the test. Remarked: (1) loading cell, (2) sample,(3) upper platen, (4) temperature controller, (5) acquisition
system.

Fig. 6: Stretch (λ) vs. time in the relaxation test.

top surface and at this point the displacement was zeroed; that is, the distance between the platens defined the initial112

length of the specimen,L0. The specimen remained submerged in saline solution at 37◦C (range 36◦ − 38◦C) during113

the whole test.114

A preconditioning was applied to each sample: 20 cycles from0% to 10% strain at 1 Hz, like in [15]. This was115

followed by a ramp from 0% to 50% strain as in [12, 16], and thisfinal strain was maintained for 15 min, allowing116

for stress relaxation (see figure 6). This strain level corresponds to the breast compression reported by some authors117

[17, 18]. The strain rate of the loading ramp was 50%/s, as in [11]. During the test, the displacement of the upper118

platen,u, and the force exerted by it,F, were recorded. Finally, the stretch,λ, and Cauchy stressσ, were respectively119

calculated using (A.7) (see Appendix).120

The previous test is a modified version of the so called stressrelaxation test. In an ideal stress relaxation test, the121

deformation (stretch) is applied as a step increase, but this leads to certain problems that make it unfeasible from a122

practical point of view. For that reason, the step increase was replaced by a ramp of finite strain rate, which only123

involves a different mathematical treatment of the results, discussed in [14].124
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2.2. Data fitting algorithm125

The algorithm used here to fit the experimental resultsσ − λ was developed in a previous work [11] and is briefly126

explained in Appendix A. It is used to fit the parameters of a mathematical function that models the mechanical127

behaviour of adipose tissue. This mechanical behaviour is assumed viscoeslastic, that is, the mechanical response128

of the material depends on the time elapsed since the application of the loads (visco) and the undeformed state is129

retrieved if the load is removed (elastic). In other words, there are neither plastic deformations nor damage.130

The general response of viscoelastic materials to a stress relaxation test like that depicted in Fig. 6 is an immediate131

and abrupt increase in stress, which is relaxed with time, such that in the long term, as time tends to infinity, a certain132

stress lower than at the beginning, is required to keep the applied strain. The relation between that long-term stress133

and the strain is the long-term stiffness, associated to the elastic part, and the attenuation ofstress, known as stress134

relaxation, is associated to the viscous part of the behaviour.135

The constitutive model used here is an internal variable viscoelastic (IVV) model in which the elastic part is defined136

with a first order Ogden strain energy function, with two constants: µ andα. The viscous part is modelled with137

the superposition of exponentially decreasing functions (see Eq. (A.3)) and five constants:β∞1 , β∞2 , β∞3 , β∞4 andβ∞5 .138

Each constant is associated with a given relaxation time,τi , which were chosena priori. For example,τ3 = 1 s and139

τ4 = 10 s. In this caseβ∞3 provides approximately the amount of stress relaxed fromτ3 to τ4, that is, in the order of140

seconds.141

Both sets of constants: elastic (µ andα) and viscous (β∞i ) were fitted using the algorithm proposed in [11]. Then, they142

were compared between the different groups using a multivariable analysis of variance (MANOVA). Given that the143

stresses are not proportional to the model constants, theirmeans are not representative statistics of the sample and the144

medians should be used instead. Thus, a non-parametric test(NMANOVA) is needed for the statistical comparison.145

The categorical independent variable (IV) had different levels that depend on the comparison and the dependent146

continuous variables (DVs) were the seven constants of the viscoelastic model (µ, α, β∞i , with i = 1, 2, . . . , 5). The147

information about the patients and the samples is summarised in table 1.148

2.2.1. Comparison between the abdominal fat for different patients149

The objective of this comparison was to check the hypothesisthat the mechanical properties of abdominal adipose150

tissue are different among individuals. For this purpose, the specimens extracted from patients A and B were compared151

(see table 1), pooling the anatomical locations. In other words, the IV was the patient with two levels: A and B. All152

the specimens were tested under the same conditions: strainlevel equal to 50% and strain rate equal to 50%/s.153
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Patient Age Extraction area Location Number of specimens

A 42 Abdomen
Superficial 8

Deep 10

B 55

Abdomen

Superficial-lateral (ASL) 14

Superficial-medial (ASM) 26

Deep-lateral (ADL) 17

Deep-medial (ADM) 23

Breast
Superficial (BS) 12

Deep (BD) 14

Table 1: Information of patients and tissue extracted.

2.2.2. Comparison between areas of the breast and abdominalfat in the same patient154

The objective of this comparison was to check if the mechanical properties of different regions of the breast and155

abdominal adipose tissue are different for the same patient. For this purpose, the specimens extracted from patient B156

were used (see table 1). The IV was the anatomical location, with 6 levels: 1) abdominal superficial medial (ASM),157

2) abdominal superficial lateral (ASL), 3) abdominal deep medial (ADM), 4) abdominal deep lateral (ADL), 5) breast158

superficial (BS) and 6) breast deep (BD). All the specimens were tested under the same conditions: strain level equal159

to 50% and strain rate equal to 50%/s.160

3. Results161

Figure 7 compares a typical experimental stress record ( ˜σ vs. time) with the fitting curve.162

As in [11], the raw stress record,σ, was filtered to remove the signal noise, by using a moving average filter. The163

resulting stress record, named ˜σ, was fitted to the analytical stress record,σ, using a least squares method, that164

minimizes the following quadratic error:165

e=
N
∑

i=1

(

σ̃(ti) − σ(ti)
)2

(1)

whereN is the total number of points recorded during the relaxationtest andti is the instant of a certain point. The166

goodness of the least squares fit was evaluated by means of thecoefficient of variation,CV:167

CV(%) =

√

e
N

µσ̃
× 100 (2)

whereµσ̃ is the average of the temporal record ˜σ(ti). The obtention of the experimental and analytical stresses (σ and168
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Fig. 7: Example of a experimental stress record and the fitting curveusing the proposed model.

Patient Extraction area Whole curve CV (%) Loading ramp CV (%)

A Abdomen 3.86 16.39

B
Abdomen 4.05 14.23

Breast 3.17 10.47

Table 2: Coefficient of variation for each patient and region.

σ, respectively) is briefly explained in the Appendix.169

The averageCV for each patient and model are presented in table 2. TheCV was separately evaluated for the whole170

curve and for the loading ramp (fromt = 0 to t = t0, see figures 6 and 7).171

The only work found in the literature that measured experimentally the mechanical properties of breast fat is that of172

Samani and Plewes [19]. These authors carried out pseudostatic indentation tests to estimate the elastic properties of173

the tissue using a five-terms polynomial hyperelastic model. Those results are compared in Fig. 8 with the long-term174

stiffness (associated to the elastic part) of the present model. More precisely, that figure compares the stress-stretch175

curves that both models would produce in the simulation of a pseudostatic tension-compression uniaxial test. As can176

be seen, the differences between both curves are quite noticeable, even for small stretches, being the Samani and177

Plewes’s model much stiffer than the one fitted here. This can be due to the fact that Samani and Plewes performed178

their tests under a finite strain rate (2%/s), but they did not consider the viscous effect, which makes the response of179

the material stiffer than in pseudostatic conditions.180
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Fig. 8: Comparison between Samani and Plewes’s model and the one fitted here for the breast adipose tissue.

3.1. Comparison between the abdominal fat for different individuals181

A NMANOVA was carried out to search for differences between the samples extracted from both individuals. The182

categorical IV had 2 levels: abdominal fat of patient A and abdominal fat of patient B; and the dependent variables183

were the seven constants of the IVV model:µ, α andβ∞i , with i = 1, 2, . . . , 5.184

The NMANOVA test performed in this work was a multivariate extension of the Kruskal-Wallis test, developed by185

Katz and McSweeney [20]. Significant differences were found between the samples of both patients (p = .002). Next,186

the Katz and McSweeney’s post-hoc test [20] was carried out to detect the origin of the differences between patients187

A and B. Significant differences were found forµ (p = 0.002),β∞4 (p = 0.013) andβ∞5 (p = 0.004). Multivariate188

analyses of variance are indicated if the dependent variables are correlated, but not so strongly that multicollinearity189

exists. In this caseβ∞4 andβ∞5 were strongly correlated (SpearmanR = .83). Therefore,β∞5 was removed from the190

set of DVs and the analysis was repeated considering the remaining 6 DVs. The conclusion was the same: significant191

statistical differences were found in the omnibus test (p = .001) with significant differences in the post hoc test of the192

same variables:µ (p < 0.001) andβ∞4 (p = 0.011).193

In table 3, the median and interquartile range of the material constants are given for each patient.194

3.2. Comparison between areas of the breast and abdominal fat195

To check the regional dependence of the material constants of the abdominal and breast fat, a NMANOVA test196

was used. Given that the mechanical properties can be subject specific as deduced from the previous comparison,197

the regional dependence was checked for a single individual. The independent variable was the anatomical location198
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Patient Quartile µ (kPa) α β∞1 β∞2 β∞3 β∞4 β∞5

A
Q1 0.079 6.583 57.331 10.312 3.774 1.786 1.721

Median 0.109 7.595 95.788 13.253 4.214 2.177 2.187
Q3 0.137 9.301 147.593 16.479 4.874 2.494 2.473

B
Q1 0.042 7.701 71.132 10.888 3.161 1.440 1.406

Median 0.057 8.513 91.459 15.045 3.737 1.687 1.633
Q3 0.076 9.584 132.245 18.753 4.520 2.060 1.958

Table 3: Median and interquartile range for the constants ofthe IVV model for the abdominal adipose tissue, for patientsA and B.

BS BD ASL ASM ADL ADM
BS p = .111 p = 1 p = .001 p = .004 p < .001
BD p = 1 p = 1 p = 1 p = 1

ASL p = .069 p = .032 p = .015
ASM p = .032 p = .192
ADL p = 1
ADM

Table 4: Post-hoc comparisons, showing the lowest p-value of the seven dependent variables in each cell and highlighting in bold typeface the
significant ones (p < .05).

with six levels: ASM, ASL, ADM, ADL, BS, BD, and the DVs were the seven material constants:µ, α, β∞i , with199

i = 1, 2, . . . , 5.200

Significant differences were found between the six groups using the Katz and McSweeney’s test (p < .001). The Katz201

and McSweeney’s post-hoc tests were carried out to detect the origin of these differences. Significant differences were202

found for the following constants:β∞2 (between BS and ASM,p = .001, and between ADL and ASM,p = .003);β∞3203

(between BS and ASM,p = .006);β∞4 (between BS and ADM,p = .002; between BS and ADL,p = .004; between204

BS and ASM,p = .042; between the ADM and ADL,p = .015; and between ADL and ASL,p = .032) andβ∞5205

(between BS and ADM ,p < .001, and between BS and ADL,p = .013).206

In this case,β∞3 , β∞4 andβ∞5 were strongly correlated (SpearmanR > .82) and could be regarded as the same variable207

from a statistical point of view. Therefore the test was repeated considering onlyβ∞4 from these three variables,208

to check the correctness of the previous conclusion. Again,significant differences were found in the omnibus test209

(p < .001). The p-values of the post-hoc comparisons are summarized in table 4, showing the lowest p-value of the210

seven dependent variables in each cell and highlighting in bold typeface the significant ones (p < .05). Many p-values211

are equal to one because the Bonferroni correction was used for the comparisons. All the values that were higher than212

one due to this correction were set equal to one.213

In summary, there are differences between the mechanical properties of the superficial breast and three groups of the214
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abdomen: superficial-medial, deep-medial and deep-lateral. In contrast, the differences with the superficial lateral and215

with the deep layer of the breast fat are not significant. No significant differences were detected between the deep216

breast and the rest of the groups either.217

The differences in the mechanical properties are illustrated in Fig. 9, which compares the stress relaxation response218

simulated using the medians shown in table 5 for BS and ADM. Itcan be seen that the viscoelastic behaviour is quite219

different, but as time tends to infinity, the curves tend to merge into one, viz. the long-term elastic behaviour (once the220

viscous effect is damped) is similar in both groups. The same can be said in other comparisons. In fact, no significant221

differences were observed inµ or α.222

Fig. 9: Comparison between the stress relaxation response simulated using the median constants of superficial breast and deep-
medial abdomen.

In table 5, the median and interquartile range of the material constants of each anatomical location are presented.223
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Area Quartile µ (kPa) α β∞1 β∞2 β∞3 β∞4 β∞5

BS
Q1 0.041 8.311 37.919 17.583 4.497 2.793 2.485

Median 0.058 8.875 67.286 20.520 5.584 3.160 2.824
Q3 0.080 10.069 101.902 25.603 7.773 4.890 3.467

BD
Q1 0.043 7.402 57.948 10.754 3.068 1.321 1.252

Median 0.057 7.949 65.934 16.891 3.446 1.861 1.623
Q3 0.092 9.058 100.745 18.867 4.469 2.190 2.091

ASL
Q1 0.042 7.869 52.950 13.135 4.143 2.316 1.948

Median 0.060 8.552 74.568 14.208 4.983 2.636 2.387
Q3 0.109 9.888 89.457 19.230 6.111 3.331 2.556

ADL
Q1 0.042 7.125 81.435 14.961 2.883 1.182 1.379

Median 0.057 8.220 114.741 18.180 3.866 1.542 1.629
Q3 0.069 9.018 192.804 22.936 4.845 1.875 1.803

ASM
Q1 0.042 7.747 77.993 8.881 2.921 1.471 1.540

Median 0.058 8.862 91.459 10.783 3.504 1.664 1.627
Q3 0.099 10.026 123.956 13.879 3.770 2.003 1.905

ADM
Q1 0.038 7.534 71.524 13.219 3.368 1.366 1.357

Median 0.048 8.099 103.708 17.091 3.734 1.613 1.483
Q3 0.066 9.175 148.504 19.762 4.274 1.801 1.797

Table 5: Median and interquartile range for constants of theIVV model for the different abdominal and breast areas of patient B.

4. Discussion224

As can be seen in figure 7 and deduced from the CVs of table 2, thefit of the IVV model is quite accurate, as225

presented in a previous study of the abdominal adipose tissue [11].226

The model fitted in this work resulted much more flexible than that previously obtained by Samani and Plewes [19].227

This may be due to the fact that those authors performed cyclic loading at a finite strain rate and assumed the tissue228

as elastic, instead of viscoelastic, thus neglecting the stiffening effect of the viscous response.229

In view of the results of the statistical analysis in section3.1, inter-individual differences were suspected both in the230

elastic and viscous constants. For this reason, it seemed appropriate to use only the specimens of one individual for231

the comparison of the anatomical region.232

Regarding the comparison between the mechanical properties of the different regions of breast and abdominal fat, the233

breast adipose tissue could be regarded as a unique tissue from the mechanical point of view. Significant differences234

were detected between the superficial breast and three groups in the abdomen. However, no significant differences235

were found between the breast and the superficial-lateral abdomen. Significant differences were not found between236

the deep breast and the rest of the groups.237

It is interesting to remark that all the differences were detected in the viscous constants, which control the stress238
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relaxation rate. Apparently, the elastic constants were similar for the whole adipose tissue, both of the breast or239

the abdomen. Thus, the behaviour under static loading couldbe considered equivalent. This conclusion has a high240

relevance for the breast reconstruction surgery, because the deformed shape of the breast would not be affected by241

using autologous tissue from the abdomen, at least in situations when the load is static or pseudostatic. That would242

not be the case of dynamic loading, like impacts or bouncing for example, and in these cases the reconstructed breast243

could respond in a different manner.244

In view of the results obtained here, if the whole behaviour,including the dynamic one, is to be mimicked, the deep245

breast fat could be replaced by any part of the abdomen and thesuperficial breast fat should be replaced by the246

superficial lateral region. However, autologous breast reconstructions are usually made of a single piece of abdominal247

fat tissue. For that reason, the most advisable protocol would be using a flap extracted from the superficial lateral248

area of the abdomen. Nevertheless, it must be taken into account that the lateral areas of the abdomen are the least249

reliable from a vascular point of view in DIEP reconstruction. Hartrampfs’ zone IV is almost invariably discarded for250

its tendency towards congestion and necrosis, while in zoneIII dermal bleeding must be always assessed to ensure251

optimal irrigation and to avoid skin and/or fat necrosis [8, 21]. Otherwise, it is advised to partially or totally discard it252

as well.253

Also important, although with less clinical relevance, arethe significant differences found between the regions of the254

abdominal adipose tissue. The results of the present work show no significant differences between the mechanical255

properties of both parts of the superficial layer (medial andlateral), between both parts of the deep layer (medial and256

lateral) and between both parts of the medial regions (superficial and deep). However, significant differences were257

found between the deep and superficial layers. That is to say,the mechanical properties of the abdominal adipose258

tissue seem to change with the depth. This fact is in accordance with other authors [22], who suggested that, though259

they could not prove it.260

As a pilot study, the main limitation of the present study is the number of individuals involved in it. The variability261

of the properties across individuals was checked only in twopatients and the variability across anatomical regions in262

one patient. In the latter case, the number of tested specimens is enough to support the statistical conclusion for that263

patient, because the differences were very significant, but these conclusions need tobe confirmed in further studies264

which involve more patients.265

5. Conclusions266

In this work, the viscoelastic properties of the breast and abdominal adipose tissue have been determined through267

experimental tests. The specimens have been subjected to uniaxial compression relaxation tests and an IVV model268
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has been fitted to the experimental curves, obtaining a quiteaccurate fit.269

Statistical analyses of the results have been carried out todetect differences between the abdominal fat of different270

individuals and finally between several regions of the same individual: different areas of the breast and abdominal271

adipose tissue. The results showed that: 1) inter-individual differences may exist in the abdominal adipose tissue; 2)272

the breast fat could be regarded as a unique tissue from the mechanical point of view; 3) differences were detected273

between the superficial breast and three groups in the abdomen and 4) the mechanical properties of the abdominal274

adipose tissue seem to change with the depth.275

It is important to say that all the differences were detected in the stress relaxation constants, that is to say, the elastic276

constants were similar for the whole adipose tissue for the same patient.277

These conclusions can be very valuable for many surgeries inwhich the adipose tissue is involved. For instance, in278

the breast reconstruction surgeries with autologous tissue in which the breast is reconstructed with abdominal fat and279

whose aim is to mimic the deformed shape of the healthy breast.280
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Appendix A. Data fitting algorithm339

The viscoelastic model used in the present paper was proposed in a previous work [11] and is briefly presented340

in this appendix for those readers interested in the mathematical details. It is an internal variable viscoelastic (IVV)341

model which implements a first order Ogden strain energy function for the elastic response. Many authors have used342

this IVV model [23], or its extension to fiber models presented in [24], to characterize the mechanical behaviour of343

different materials. The interested reader is referred to the previous work [11], where the experimental procedure was344

explained in more detail. In this IVV model, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor takes the form:345

S= S∞vol + S∞iso +

m
∑

i=1

Qi (A.1)

with S∞vol andS∞iso the fully elastic volumetric and isochoric contributions to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor346

respectively, andQi representing the non-equilibrium stresses, or internal variables. The evolution equations of the347

latter are:348

Q̇i +
Qi

τi
= Ṡisoi (A.2)

whereτi andSisoi are the relaxation time and the isochoric second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, respectively. The349

solution of the differential equation (A.2) fort ∈ (0,T] is:350

Qi = e−T/τi Qi 0+ +

∫ t=T

t=0+
e−(T−t)/τi Ṡisoi(t) dt (A.3)

whereQi 0+ is the stress initial condition, viz. the instantaneous stress tensor appearing att = 0+. The following351

assumption is made to define the strain energy function,Ψisoi :352

Ψisoi(C̄) = β∞i Ψ
∞

iso(C̄) (A.4)

Ψ∞iso is the isochoric stain energy function as time tends to infinity, C̄ = F̄TF̄ is the modified right Cauchy-Green353

tensor,F̄ = J−1/3F is the modified deformation gradient tensor, withF the deformation gradient tensor andJ the354

volume ratio. With the assumption (A.4), the stressSisoi can be simplified as:355

Sisoi = β
∞

i S∞iso(C̄) (A.5)

The constantsβ∞i are dimensionless strain energy factors. For the non-equilibrium forcesQi , 5 terms were selected as356
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in [11], viz. i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, being each term responsible for the relaxation of stresses in specified intervals. To do this,357

the relaxation time constants,τi , were fixeda priori, which also ensured the uniqueness of the fitted set of constants358

[25, 26]. In particular, they were taken in decades:τ1 = 0.01 s, τ2 = 0.1 s, τ3 = 1 s, τ4 = 10 sandτ5 = 100 s [11].359

A first order Ogden formulation was chosen for the strain energy function:360

Ψ∞iso =
µ

α
(λα1 + λ

α
2 + λ

α
3 − 3) (A.6)

since this was the best fitting function for the adipose tissue, as presented in [11]. In equation (A.6),µ is a stress-like361

parameter,α a dimensionless parameter andλ j ( j = 1, 2, 3) are the principal stretches.362

The preconditioning cycles were not considered in the fitting algorithm. So, time was zeroed after those cycles363

(see figure 6). Knowing the stretch historyλ = λ(t) from t = 0 onwards,S∞vol andS∞iso can be derived for uniaxial364

compression from (A.6), by following classical proceduresof Continuum Mechanics [23].365

Then,S∞iso is used in (A.5) and (A.3) to calculateQi and equation (A.1) is used to giveS. Finally, the Cauchy stress366

tensor was obtained using the well known relationσ = J−1FSFT , whose component in the load direction is the stress367

σ in Eq. (1). The algorithm proposed in [27] was followed to implement these equations. Consulting that reference is368

advised for further details.369

The experimental Cauchy stress was estimated from the applied force,F, recorded during the test, by assuming370

uniaxial compression:371

σ(t) =
F(t) λ(t)

A0
, λ(t) = 1+

u(t)
L

(A.7)

whereA0 is the initial cross-sectional area of the sample,u(t) is the displacement of the upper platen, andL is the372

initial thickness of the specimen.373
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